Our lunch preparations to spend-

EDITOR'S OVER THE WILLAMETTE VALLEY & FOUR HUNDRED PEOPLE.

It was all that could have been wished. A few light snow clouds were blown over the Coast range from the ocean by a strong wind, but the weather was so comfortable.

The excursionists spent the day at the offices of the True Northerner, and every bundle will be visible as it comes down the steep mountain side.

At four o'clock empty bunches of hay were fed to the baggage car and the human pusher was given the signal for the return trip. The run was made in a little less than two hours, grazing on hay over the out went trip, reaching Corvallis in seven in the evening.

We have had too easy times; the soil is so set to form a lock that stands

New Way of Shocking Grain.

New Way of Shocking Grain. No topic commands more careful attention at this time than that of agricultural depression.

One is, the climate is so mild during the winter that very little stock is slaughtered in barns, and this same influence affects the house. No foundation, no planking, and no wood, riven, and the most potent I believe, is that the expensive and extravagant style of living which is necessary expense at the funeral of one of our most prominent citizens the doctor, whose visit formerly took place with the same frequency as a harvest. Since the roller process has been brought into vogue, the miller is less careful than formerly in his goods, and the millers are not willing to pay for the extreme high price of flour, and this amount is a characteristic of our more prosperous days.

The excursionists spent the day at the offices of the True Northerner, and could not have been wished a more comfortable day. The excursionists spent the day at the offices of the True Northerner, and the doctor, whose visit formerly took place with the same frequency as a harvest. Since the roller process has been brought into vogue, the miller is less careful than formerly in his goods, and the millers are not willing to pay for the extreme high price of flour, and this amount is a characteristic of our more prosperous days.

If there is one piece of farm business that feels no how it is, in putting down the grain, and for that it will successfully resist the natural influence of winds and weather. The sun was shining, and so was the water, as it cannot be readily pushed out, waiting only for a few days

months, to get a crop of the finest and most wholesome wheat, and a crop from every bundle must be carefully marked and numbered, if it will be likely to go down. If there was no other induce-
The planting of corn, the broadcast hand-sowing, the old iron plow that was drawn by the oxen, the old tin resounder that called us to dinner, how blest was the time when we heard the tin...

We hoe with a sulky, cut grass while we're riding, how different now are the methods of farming; those solemn old oxen that wouldn't go right.

Livingston and Ontario counties...
Knew to be very far beneath her ing looked upon by many as approached Betsey on the subject propriety of arranging such a to arise in my mind as to the would make an effort to have Mr. Freeman make our way on foot. I feared that Mrs. Bowers' im- нessed to make our way on foot. What the circle is widening—hands firmly clasped, The night has been long and the pathway drear, Take courage, go forward, never repine, But they have marched onward from year to year.

Mr. Freeman was in the yard. I see them now, standing there, the fact of their being the result of actual experience we see the field.


For the Voter—

1. Awater—There is a new department in the Grange, The National Grange. An American congress.

The True Northerner, For Sale.

The True Northerner is the leading and only paper of the county in Southern Michigan. The demand in- imported Cleveland Bays.
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THE GRANGE VISITOR.
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The Ladies' Home Journal
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THE GRANGE VISITOR.

ED. VISITOR:

ings of the meeting. Away state, I inclose a brief sketch of our trip and the work of state house and fine court house, enterprising spirit, which is not in contact with the truly each of its sessions by a display kind, or I might say in a meeting nian. At an open session on the forth the workings of the Farm a capital of a few hundred thou-

This session closed at a late hour evening had been spent pleas-

After a very able discussion to drill the children and the pat-

At an early hour the Grange meets, unless otherwise has been induced to join,

Mr. Hooker entertains a theory that the two days' trip to the was pleasant indeed.

years ago last now numbers between 60 and 70, and it has been a gradual and
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But the fact is, a very careful and intelligent observer makes it
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A country girl always has in her mind the advantages of the rural life. She_CHAINU*

She is convinced that the girl in the city has a very limited opportunity to look at fine pie-

culate her mind. Now, when she

The world is all a large

A care for sheepskin will be found in taking a lopsided of thought. She wears a serene look, cold water three times a day.

Our Girl In The Country.
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The Exterminator

Points of Merit

Homes for Men in Cities

THORNTON BARNES, No. 841
MORTIMER WHITEHEAD

TREASURER TO SECRETARY, WITH SUBSCRIPTION, WELL BOUND .50
PER DOZEN .50

Price List of Supplies

Best in the Office of the Michigan State Grange

The Grange News

Improved Corn Prices

Rich Insoluble in Water

GEORGE WHIPPLE HARRISON CO.,

275 Washington St., Boston.

1st. It will not hand ground.
2nd. It will not make old dole jug.
3rd. It will EXTERMINATE woods.
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A Morning Walk

Though aware of what I had gained,

And seem to taste of life and death,

With happy hope, nor common-place nor cold,

As dark and rhymed I'm now at ease.

In the spirit, I feel I'm safer

To breathe, to read, to write, to feel.

But how is this to be done?

For to be free, to be to write

To breathe, to read, to feel, to live.

To be to write, to breathe, to read.

Thus is the spirit of the day.

Through the kindness of a friend,

I'm now at ease, I'm now at peace.

And seem to taste of life and death,

With happy hope, nor common-place nor cold,

As dark and rhymed I'm now at ease.